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Details of Visit:

Author: Cowboy P
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: Fri 24 May 2019 14:00
Duration of Visit: 2 Hours
Amount Paid: 260
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

Profile Name: Olina Oriental Escorts
Website: http://www.olina-oriental-escort.com
Phone: 07508538000

The Premises:

Andrea currently resides in a basement flat a couple of mins walk from Bayswater tube station. It is
worth noting that the entrance to her flat is within the main apartment block and you need to go
through a second door at the end of the corridor on the right hand side which then leads down a
flight of stairs to her front door. Her room was dimly lit but is a reasonable size with sofa, bed and a
large mirror on one side. The bed itself needs a better mattress, you really feel it when Andrea rides
you for all she's worth! Decent size shower room which with room enough for two. 

The Lady:

Andrea is most definitely the girl in the photos, but bear in mind the customary airbrushing touches.
I'd estimate she is early 30s, around 5 ft 4" tall. Slight tummy masked with large butterfly tattoo, but
otherwise nicely proportioned with pert ass, shaved pussy and C cup natural breasts. 

The Story:

Bit of a panicked start as I was stood knocking for some time before realising it was just a door to
the stairs, and her flat was actually down in the basement of the apartment block!

Andrea greeted me with a kiss and a grab of the crotch before leading me into her boudoir and
offering me a drink (Coke or water). Nicely presented, dressed in a tiger-print bra, panties, black
fishnets and heels. I took a shower whilst Andrea took care of the paperwork.

Andrea seemed a little shy at first but I think maybe she's not confident about her English, although
I didn't find communication to be a problem. She certainly seems willing and eager to please. We
began with lots of DFK on the bed, which got more heated as I removed her bra to free her lovely
soft tits. She then knelt in front of me and began licking my balls before moving to some terrific
OWO - she's a deep throat expert and really goes to the base of your shaft without any gagging.
After a while I moved her onto the bed and returned the favour; spent an age with my tongue
lapping her sweet pussy as she grabbed my hair and moaned appreciatively, until she convulsed
with pleasure. Next on with cover and she rode me cowgirl, a little too vigorously. Switched to
missionary and found a better rhythm, and soon shot my load.

Offered another drink and a perfunctory massage as we made chit chat and took a breather. Round
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two began in similar fashion with more DFK and giving/receiving oral, and I indicated to Andrea that
I'd prefer to continue with oral to completion this time. I enjoyed some prolonged deep throat action
and more kissing until I finished by wanking off into her open mouth. She took every drop and then
discreetly spat into the bin before cleaning up.

I still had time to spare, but there was no way I was going to manage a third pop, so we had a
leisurely shared shower, a few more kisses, and then I was on my way with a big smile on my face. 
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